Effortless color management with
Asanti Calibrated Print Modes

For most people, color management is a mysterious and
complex matter that only experts are able to control.
Realizing that many of today’s wide-format printing
companies were initially sign makers, with little or no color
management knowledge at all, Agfa Graphics introduced
the Asanti Calibrated Print Modes workflow. Instead of
overloading the operator with lots of bells and whistles,
color profiles are selected automatically based on the print
media, the required quality, and the chosen print engine.
Thanks to the Calibrated Print Modes, selecting and
changing color profiles is now so easy that anyone on the
work floor can manage this.

Calibrated Print Mode makes color management effortless
Color management has come a long way, and today many printing companies tackle this well. But when
you see how long it took the printing industry to get to this point, it is not difficult to understand that for
people from outside the printing industry, like sign makers, color management is a complex matter. In fact,
many of today’s large format printing companies were initially sign makers, and when they switched their
business to large format printing, they had probably never heard about color management before. In
practice this meant, and probably still very often is, that an image was retouched in Photoshop until a
satisfactory color result was obtained on a certain media type. With this knowledge in mind and based on
our extensive expertise in color management, we embedded a hidden yet powerful Color Management
System (CMS) in Asanti, our automated workflow solution for the wide-format sign and display market.
For many years, color management has been looked at as something mysterious. The way color profiles had
to be created, was so complex that only experts were able to do this. A lot of work has been done by the
different CMS suppliers to simplify these procedures, but nevertheless, without a certain knowledge level
of color management, it often remains a task that is not suited for everyone. On top of that, many wideformat, sign and display companies use a manual workflow with lots of different and separate tools. As a
consequence seamless color management integration and color consistency is difficult to achieve.

CMS is integral part of Asanti
And that’s were Asanti makes the difference. Asanti is an automated workflow solution. It is designed for
entry-level and mid-sized production companies and takes a radical different approach to color
management. The powerful CMS is hidden in the system. Instead of overloading the operator with lots of
bells and whistles, the user interface is reduced to a strict minimum. Color profiles are selected
automatically based on the selection of the print media, the required quality, whether you use white ink or
not, and of course the chosen print engine. In Asanti we therefore no longer talk about color profiles, but
instead call it CPM’s or “Calibrated Print Modes”.

The Asanti Mediahub: a true Quality Manager Tool
Generating CPM’s is one thing, but keeping an overview and knowing which profile to use for what
application requires smart filtering and collection techniques. That’s exactly where Asanti differentiates
itself from most alternatives. This is done with the Mediahub, a dedicated tool to create and manage new
and existing CPM’s.
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It collects the different profiles into 1 CPM; for example, profiles for one Media, one white ink, with or
without varnish or even to differentiate profiles with or without primer. Besides the ICC profiles, CPM’s also
contain the metadata that link these profiles with ink sets, calibration curves, ink limitation, print modes
and media.
The Mediahub is highly intuitive and allows Asanti users to master the output quality in an easy and
straightforward way.

Calibrated Print Mode adjustments
A series of factory settings come with the software: a generic set of CPM's that are Agfa certified for a
media type / print engine / print quality modes. Should the user want to create new CPM’s for different
media types or print qualities, the generic CPM is used as a base and adopted for the new print
requirements.
This is done by means of the “CPM Wizard” in the Asanti Mediahub, a simple and straightforward 4 step
process.
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Step 1: Choose CPM Parameters
During the first step of creating a new CPM, the user selects the printer,
the media to be used and the required quality. Quality levels are based
upon different predefined parameters such as viewing distance,
resolution, print speed, etc. During this step the operator also selects the
Agfa certified CPM as a base for the new CPM.

Step 2: Calibrate to base CPM
The second step involves printing and measuring a limited amount of
patches. This intelligent mechanism focuses on elementary colors. By
printing these colors multiple times, the measurements become more
accurate, resulting in a more stable engine.

Step 3: Check ink limits
The calibration in the previous step made the new CPM print pure colors
exactly the same as the Agfa certified CPM. But for the new media this
might result in some artifacts like banding, gloss change, longer drying
time, etc. During this step, the user can print a test page to visually
check for these artifacts in the printed result. If necessary, the maximum
ink limits can be altered.

Step 4: Create new profile for the CPM
The last step in the wizard process involves creating the profile for the
new CPM. This is done by printing and measuring a “mini target” (patent
pending) to guarantee maximum color quality. Further fine-tuning is
possible by printing a complete target. However by using the miniature
version, the CPM will print predicable colors on the new media exactly
the same as the Agfa certified CPM on standard media. Once the printed
patches are measured, the creation of the new CPM is finalized and the
CPM is ready to use.

Dynamic ink split
But there is more. The embedded CMS has also inkmedia interacting capabilities that can reduce one ink
color in favor for another ink color. To illustrate how
that works, we take the example of blue scarves in
different shades. The light blue scarf will be printed
with a lot of light cyan ink and little heavy cyan ink.
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The CMS will automatically decrease the amount of light cyan for the intermediate blue scarf in favor of
heavy cyan. Light cyan will be eliminated altogether in the deep blue scarf where only heavy cyan is used.
The result of this intelligent interaction is less ink consumption, less banding, a larger color gamut and
improved neutral reproduction.

Gray Component Replacement (GCR)
Another intelligent feature of the embedded CMS is automatic GCR or Gray Component Replacement. What
this means in practice is that the total amount of color ink for certain files with a lot of shadows and heavy
color parts is reduced in favor of black ink. This not only reduces color ink consumption, and savings can go
up to 25%, but color consistency throughout the print run is more stable. Grays remain more neutral and
drying times are faster.

Calibrated Print Mode benefits in a nutshell
Most companies in the wide-format sign and display market have been working with color management in
one way or another, though in practice it may be nothing more than assigning a profile to a file. Because
color management is integrated in Asanti, companies in the wide-format sign and display market will
streamline their productivity, integrate color consistency and fidelity on any media type and enable fully
accountable end-to-end quality management. Thanks to the Calibrated Print Mode, selecting and changing
color profiles is so easy, that anyone on the work floor is capable to understand and do it.
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